
A DAY AT PWC
FRANKFURT DISCUSSING
INNOVATION MOBILIZATION

At NetWings Corp, our students are exposed to

innovation at a global level. This experience allows

students to not only become aware of the ways in which

innovation is solving our global issues, but provides

them exposure to the tools and contacts needed to drive

their own innovation to solve local, global issues they are

passionate about. 

 

Oftentimes, it is these experiences that propel students

to further explore the topics they are learning about

during their NetWings trip, in conjunction with their

field of studies or apply these leanings to new topics.

 

An example of this is our experience learning about the

ways in which Europe's poignant migration issues have

illustrated a national innovation mobilization unique and

unprecedented in Germany's history. 

 

During our one on one session with local managing

partner Alexander Von Humboldt, we engaged in an

 

 

LEVERAGING INNOVATION  TO SPUR
SOCIAL GOOD
 

insightful experience that led to many deep dive

discussions on the way PWC  is analyzing economic

impact  and creating various initiatives during the 

Syrian refugee crisis 

 

Syrian refugee crisis.Specifically, we earned of the

existence of PwC’s Global Crisis Centre--

"An international centre of excellence made up of crisis  

 specialists from the best industry and technical expertise

  areas from across PwC’s worldwide network to help 

organisations confront crisis with confidence.." 

 

Becoming  aware of such  a large coordination of

resources was  critical as we struggled to find data driven

reports to help us manage a further in depth

understanding of  the crisis.

 

i n n o v a t i o n

S t u d e n t  S u c c e s s



One of the biggest takeaways we

had from this meeting was the

opportunity that this Crisis

presented itself  through new

commercial opportunities and

Public Private Partnerships

(PPPs)."With an increase in fiscal

spending, global migration

generates important commercial

opportunities. The resettlement

and integration of refugees has,

and will continue to boost

consumption, mostly through food

sales and other household goods,

and also in real estate (providing

temporary and permanent housing

options for newly-arrived

individuals). A sometimes

perceived lack of human or

innovative capacity on the part

of governments, alongside a

widespread desire of individuals

and organisations across sectors to

work toward the common good,

creates space for entrepreneurial

activity. This is also true for PPPs

and independent private sector

actors which can contribute

solutions to the issues most

pressing."Having this

understanding allows us to

understand the

potential opportunities of the

Syrian Refugee Crisis, how

Germany is planning for this, and

how to present this information.

WHAT DID WE
TALK ABOUT
AT PWC?

i n n o v a t i o n

S t u d e n t  R e f l e c t i o n


